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We are bunch of creative people who collaborate their technical
expertise along with creative skill set to deliver the top notch
services.

We are global community of thinkers and makers. We deliberately
nurture a rich mix of styles and skills within Ourea. 
We Program Managers, Designers, Strategists, Technologies,
and Educators.

Our method is one of educating, participation, and discovering.
We constantly create test beds for turning vision into reality.

We are headquartered at Kochi, the commercial capital of Kerala,
collaborating and associating with expert proficient in their field,
all across the globe.

What sets us apart from the rest is our genuine passion for what
we do. We are an enthusiastic clan whose mission is to achieve
our client’s impeccable success- It is a matter of pride!

ABOUT US



BRANDING



We create Stories, We craft Brands
BRANDING

OUR VERTICALS

Branding creates a strong identity name term design, features or elements that 
helps a customer identify the product or service by standing out from others in 
similar domain, It helps for shaping and giving a meaning to specific organisation / 
company/ services by developing an image that stamps in a consumers mind. In 
nutshell your brand tells people about your business DNA



Creating a Recall
BRAND AWARENESS

Our branding services helps you to create better awareness ,trust, loyalty and advo-
cacy  for  your brand. Business be it big or small, delivering  a face value to a product 
to make it a brand is always a beautiful challenge, which we love to take up. We are 
always aware of the whereabouts of clients business as well as of their products and 
services. Understanding the uniqueness of the products and services from the compet-
itors can help us define your firm better. 



PERSONAL BRANDING
Personal branding is your way to create and 
spread influence out there. Ourea helps you 
build your brand in the most unique and 
stand out way.

Creating your personal brand is all about 
authenticity within you, what you are, your 
aspiration & Everything people believe you 
to be. Branding and virtual media interac-
tions can help you shape and influence the 
ways of individuals, building trust. Personal 
branding showcases the expertise in the 
best possible way.

YOU ARE THE BEST REPRESENTATION OF YOUR BRAND

PERSONAL



Corporate
Branding

CORPORATE BRANDING
Every corporate firm needs to be branded in 
the most professional way as the reputation 
precedes itself. Ourea helps you brand your 
firm in the utmost professional way.

For your product or service to succeed, you 
need to position it differently from what 
competitors are offering. Highlight what is 
unique and win the trust of your target audi-
ence. We will help you with the right brand-
ing strategy to take your business forward.

PROFESSIONALISING YOUR VENTURE



BRANDING CONSULTANCY
Branding can be difficult, we help you strat-
egize and plan accordingly to create a 
unique and innovative brand. We provide 
you the best experts to guide you through 
just right.

Branding experts provide you with analysis 
of the respective market and strategies for 
the best of the sales of your product. Brand 
consulting can help you find the best mar-
keting strategy for your product to sell 
itself. 

WE SHOW YOU THE PATH TO SUCCESS



OUR METHODOLOGY



BRAND RESEARCH AND PLANNING
Every brand is evolved with a lot of brain work and heavy research done by 
our experts on the product/services involving anything and everything asso-
ciated with it. Group sessions and brain storming discussions are conducted 
to gather requirements and have a better clarity and understanding of the 
purpose behind what exactly we are planning to do.
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Brand proposition is a statement that paints a clear picture and makes it essential that
the brand's promise is easy to understand, engaging, unique, consistent and  relevant to
the targeted audience. It should not only address the audience's current needs but also
their future aspirations from the brand.
The four criteria for a strong proposition are –

BRAND PREPOSITION

SIMPLICITY
A proposition should be simple and  often
interpreted as a memorable pitch . More 
than being concise and catchy, clarity is
more important.

FLEXIBILITY
The most valuable propositions will always
be simple,purpose-driven and openly shared
with audiences creating  a flexible outlook.

PURPOSE
The most durable brand propositions have
purpose with a  social-focused concept or may
be even a solid idea that actually means
something, above and beyond the commercial
imperative

OPENNESS
As per traditional business  giving up  the details
of your company strategy with the entire market
was a cardinal business sin, eroding competitive
advantage. Contrary the new era business works
with a open strategy making clear visions.



We define strategies based on matching business goals and customer needs. We perform completive analysis
and figure out the targets to achieve the above 

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
In order to stand out, you have to figure out who your
competitors are. We conduct a top-level analysis of
competitors or benchmark brands in the areas of
brand identity, website experience, digital marketing,
and more. This important exercise identifies areas of
opportunity and key differentiators for positioning
your business effectively.

TARGET AUDIENCE
The better you understand and define your customers,
the more you can tailor their experience with your brand
message and marketing. We outline your general target
audience demographic, then develop specific buyer
persona that provide more detail about their values and
lifestyle and finally come up with a community who
specific needs match with our brand.

BRAND STRATEGY
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4 BRAND CONCEPT
Every brand is evolved with a lot of brain work and heavy research done by 
our experts on the product/services involving anything and everything asso-
ciated with it. Group sessions and brain storming discussions are conducted 
to gather requirements and have a better clarity and understanding of the 
purpose behind what exactly we are planning to do.
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BRAND IDENTITY
A brand is developed initially when it gets customers attention due to a solid 
business idea, product line or the effective professional services offered. 
Brand strategist help in developing this opportunity making your product/-
service more noticeable among the public creating a buyers persona even-
tually transforming product/service into memorable brand and name that 
not only becomes unique signature but also allow for growth & expansion in 
market.



A BRAND NAMING
Brand Naming process is one of the most critical parts of your brand-build-
ing strategy. It is not just how people define your company; it’s also  your 
opportunity to differentiate yourself from your competitors, develop an 
affinity with your target audience, and launch the initial steps of brand rec-
ognition.

Naming



B BRAND LOGO
Your product/service needs a unique brand identity which must be rec-
ognized by people. For this purpose an initial sketch concepts of a logo 
are developed. The logo will have a colour pallet ,typography and a
pattern /icons specific for your brand.



C BRAND RATIO
Our Designers use  mainly Golden Ratio  which gives the best  guide-
lines in layouts, typography, imagery and more. Besides we also 
choose other ratios which again depends on designs and the way it is 
displayed along with some scientific approaches.



D BRAND TYPOGRAPHY
Brand typography is key to the message being delivered. From a distinc-
tive approach to using type, right through to a fully bespoke typeface, 
brands contentare exploiting the wide-ranging potential of typography to 
express themselves. There's no one-size-fits-all solution, but every brand 
should be aware of typography's power as a differentiator, and have a 
strategy for using it in the most appropriate way

TYPOGRAPHY
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BRAND COLOR PALETTE
A color palette is basically a selection of 2 or 3 colors that you can use every-
where for your brand. Brand’s colours can tell more than you can imagine 
about your business. The psychology of color can help your business establish 
trust and familiarity by eliciting the right emotions. It's no surprise that the 
most popular brands in the world have a strong association with their logos. 
Their colors tend to reflect their branding, even when they don’t involve any 
text on them.

R : 178     G : 120    B : 42
C : 27     M : 53     Y : 100     K : 9

PANTONE 380 C

HEX #B2782A



F BRAND MARKS
Brand marks  comes in a variety of forms such as Logos,Colors,Pic-
tures,Icons. Brand marks take time to gain the kind of significant 
recognition in your market and once stamped it  quickly gets associ-
ated with your company in the minds of your customer. We take 
create all visual elements  of brand with atmost care that all the fea-
tures are recognised everywhere



G
BRAND SLOGAN
The  well-crafted corporate brand slogan of ourea was a beautiful statement 
implying of transforming business dreams to reality with technical innovation and 
creativity with perfect Strategies. Ourea believes in focusing on our objectives 
and  collaborating  with associates and like minded people to gel as a team for  
identifying  and figuring  refined possible solutions.  Ourea believes that the 
mantra of taking your organisations loftiest vision and transforming into fulfilling 
profitable reality can be done by communicating successfully, embracing change, 
developing implementation plans and creating operating models that make sense.



6 COPY WRITING & CONTENT
Content development and content writing impacts brand awareness. offer-
ing, entertaining, engaging and informative content allows you to position 
your brand  and grab the attention of your customers. Well crafted content 
helps for conveying strong messages and offerings. Compelling The Trinity of 
information ,engagement and conversion is the new mantra for successful 
business .Compelling narrative is essential for any offering or else it would be 
a flop.
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CORPORATE BUSINESS COLLATERALS
Corporate Business  Collateral is the collection of tangible content, 
media and devices that promotes your brand. It's the tangible evidence 
of the brand, designed congruent with the brands core values and per-
sonality. Brand collateral includes  business stationeries from packag-
ing and print to business cards and t-shirts all that makes about getting 
your brand noticed and strengthening the brand value.



8 MARKETING COLLATERALS
Marketing collateral describes a compilation of different media 
types, which is used-to help improve the sales of a product or service 
such as company profile, e brochures, brochures, catalogues,flyers, 
presentation slides, signage boards, hoardings, bill boards, whats 
app presentation etc..
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WEB DESIGNS
A website is a window to world . A great web design is minimalistic, simple and 
easy to process in bearing, the idea of what your product /service  is about. 
Since website is a key to lead generator & conversation, website design is a 
very initial element in brand process to create a delight user experience for 
audience with a deep focus to achieve your business goals. Our  creative& 
responsive web design with web development ensures business that can be 
accessed from desktops,laptops



10 BRANG POSITIONING
We do Brand positioning by identifying and determining points of 
similarity and difference to ascertain the right brand identity and to 
create a proper brand image explaining the brand details, the 
uniqueness of brand and it’s similarity with the competitive brands 
with our pitch perfect analysis.



11 BRAND MARKETING
Our Brand marketing approaches are developing  the brand name by 
creating conceptualised designs and  establishing clear creative 
communications conveying the right message to the target audience  
via various digital  marketing activities that will differentiate your 
product from others.We promote your brand in all social media handles 
so as to increase the visibility which in turn results in lead generation.
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BRAND MANAGAEMENT
Our  brand management begins with an analysis on how a brand is 
currently perceived by its targeted audience ensuring it's objective 
are secured & it accomplishes the  overall vision and goals in coming 
days .We make  consistent promotion through various PR campaigns 
across every marketing channel so that that your brand is in the right 
line of how it needs to be perceived among its customers



BRANDING  |  DESIGNING   |  STRATEGIC MARKETING SOLUTION   |   DIGITAL MARKETING
WEB DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS    |   CUSTOM APP DEVELOPMENT  |  WEB MAINTENANCE SERVICE

 HR SOLUTIONS   |   TRAINING SOLUTIONS
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AR3 Annex, VI/832 C2 Seaport Airport Road,
Near Vallathol Junction, Thrikkakara,
Ernakulam, Kerala 682 021

0484 295 8466

+91 999 555 7091

www.oureacorp.com

info@oureacorp.com


